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smartiron

Place hand on iron to automatically 
lower ready for use

Remove hand and the iron will raise up

360° pivot 3.7m cord

Continuous steam delivers 
crisp results in one easy pass

Horizontal burst of steam 
removes the toughest wrinkles 

with a single blast

Vertical burst of steam acts like 
a hand-held steamer for curtains, 

hanging clothes and more

5cm pointed detailing plate 
gets between layers for crisp 

seams, pockets and cuffs

Touch sensitive handle tells the 
iron when to lift or lower

The only iron with feet!
Auto-lift system automatically lifts 
and lowers the iron at your touch

Ergonomic
No more repetitive lifting, making it 
better for wrists and shoulders.
Quicker
Save up to 30% pressing time.
No more tipping
Flat position offers better stability, 
meaning less iron falls.
Anti-drip system
Helps prevent spitting and leaking.
4-way automatic shut-off
30 minutes built in for sewers
30 seconds if knocked over.
Pro-press flat sole plate
Optimised for crafts and sewing. No 
more marks on transfers or appliqués.
Sprayer
To compact tough wrinkles.
Powerful
2400 watts of power.
Warranty
2 year limited warranty.
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Designed especially for sewers, crafters and quilters.

7 steam settings 
plus spray
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As recommended by 
Sarah Payne

freelance quilting teacher, author, 
designer and TV demonstrator

“This is my favourite gadget 
for my sewing room. It presses 

crisply and cleanly, with no 
risk of burning or scorching my 

precious fabrics.
 

The Oliso iron heats up really 
quickly so when I switch from my 

sewing machine to my ironing 
board, I don’t have to wait long 
before the iron is ready, saving 

me time and frustration.
 

The fact that I don’t have to 
keep upending the iron saves on 
arm ache, and the low centre of 
gravity means it is more stable 

than a standard iron – I no 
longer panic when one of my cats 
jumps on the ironing  board that 

they are going to knock it over, or 
worse, scorch themselves!”

THE USA BEST SELLER IS NOW AVAILABLE IN THE UK!


